
 

TRAVELLING TO MEDIVAL TIMES: AVILA 2-8 OCTOBER 

 

Our fourth meeting took place in the splendid Avila, in Spain.  

On October 2nd, in the morning, the whole Greek team arrived at the airport Barajas in Madrid. 

It is easy to describe the gorgeous first day: many laughs, many long walks on the picturesque gothic roads of 

Madrid and lots, lots of “jamon”. We spent some hours looking at the works of Picasso and Dali at the 

Museum ‘Reina Sofia Centro de Arte’ and very excited we finally arrived in Avila, a special town lost in the 

midst of time, where everything feels like the Medieval times. 

Monday 

The whole day was full of presentations of books, articles, interviews and of course the videos we had 

prepared at home, all concerning the refugee crisis. 

Tuesday 

The program said “An excursion to Madrid” which meant to us a nice walk at the park Retiro, a guide at the 

Prado Museum, buying lots of souvenirs, songs, photos at   Puerta del Sol and again big portions of  “jamon”. 

Wednsday 

We spent the whole day occupied with the workshops. We had formed 5 of them. In the first one we 

discussed and decided some first ideas for MAP (Migration Analysis Project) Book. The second one was 

dedicated to drama –we wrote three plays, and by “we”, we mean all together, students from all countries, 

who succeeded in unifying their ideas and thinking in one play each time. The third was a workshop in which 

we discussed and prepared some ideas about the final exhibition of our program which is going to take place 

during our last meeting in France. During this event we shall see a presentation of all we have done the two 

whole years of the program. Finaly, we had a long chat –saved on video-  about the immigrant past of all the 

students participating in Avila’ s meeting  who had such an experience –direct or not. 

Thursday 

We spent the whole day walking through Avila and studying the impressive medieval churches and the old 

castles. We met the Mayor at the Town Hall and the  Youth Council, where we were informed of all activities 

concerning the life of the refugees. 

Friday 

One day before we say goodbye, we presented all the work we had done during our meeting in Avila and 

walked one last time through this beautiful town, so different from Athens, with the taste of the traditional 

sweet, the yemas, in our mouth. A town full of roses, big cathedrals and wonderful smells. 

Saturday 

On Saturday, with the luggage full of souvenirs and cards, our stomach full of “paellas”  and our heart full of 

unforgettable experiences, we left Avila. Our flight lasted four hours and we found our folks waiting for us at 

the airport. All was the same but, at the same time, something had changed, it was US who had changed! We 

had special memories, we learnt the value of cooperation, the virtue of the mutual remission. We have 

become friends with fellow students of the snowed North as well as with those from the smiling sunny 



Mediterranean. But the most important was that we understood that we are not only Greeks but citizens of 

the big world! 

You can have a taste of all these here 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECiZ3_Xkhpk 

 

Evangelia Ploumistou, B3 

 

Students said… 

All students said that Avila was charming –all these walls, the medieval buildings, the green and the peaceful 

life. Hospitality was great, although we had a problem with the language, because the majority of Spanish 

people speaks only their own language. But this wasn’t finally an obstacle for friendly relationships. The 

participation in the program was very positive. They had the chance to travel, to know teachers from other 

countries, to cooperate with young people of other countries with different mentalities and cultures. They 

enjoyed the fruitful and joyful cooperation at the workshops. 

 

I liked the country. It has many similarities to ours, but it’s better organized in many things. Avila is beautiful 

with lots of green and well structured buildings. Spanish people are kind and generous, something we had in 

common but they speak only their language. But this didn’t cost a communication lack. Erasmus works very 

well and offers chances for traveling and socializing. The team I worked with was quick, effective and funny. 

We all discovered unknown sides of ourselves. 

Dimitra  

 

Avila stole my heart. A part of me stayed somewhere in the paves of Prando Sancho. I liked so much the 

impressive walls, the squares with the roses, the churches which leave you speechless… Avila is one of the 

most special destination for a demanding traveler. My host family treated me as if I was a real member. My 

participation to ERASMUS offered me not only many colorful and joyful experiences, but also life lessons. For 

instance, I realized the importance of the collaboration. I came very close to all my fellow students from all 

the countries participating to the program. I improved my computer skill to and I understood how important is 

to take initiatives. 

Evangelia 

 

The hospitality was great, I loved all the people of my host family. We had special time all together, although 

the parents did not speak English. They took care of me as if I was their own child. 

I liked the workshops, everybody could do many things, but I have to say that in the workshops I participated 

(exhibition in Paris and movie) just 2-3 of us worked really hard. 

Eva 

We made friendships for a life. The workshops were a little boring in the beginning but they gave us the 

chance to exchange ideas with people of different cultures. After some hours of chatting, we realized that our  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECiZ3_Xkhpk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECiZ3_Xkhpk


schools are different of course but they have many things in common 

Peter 

 

The communication was the best part of the ERASMUS. We met people from other countries who spoke 

foreign languages and had different habits and we managed to work with themand be together as a big team. 

We built friendships for a lifetime. 

Zoe 

 

It was such a nice experience. We worked with kids from other countries, kids of different cultures, but we felt 

as we knew each other from a long time ago, and the cooperation was perfect. 

Sophia 


